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PREFACE

Islam is the religion of peoples who inhabit the “middle” regions of the planet from the Atlantic

shores of Africa to the South Pacific and from the steppes of Siberia to the remote islands of South

Asia: Berbers, West Africans, Sudanese, Swahili-speaking East Africans, Middle Eastern Arabs, Turks,

Iranians, Turkish and Persian peoples of Central Asia, Afghans, Pakistanis, many millions of Indians

and Chinese, most of the peoples of Malaysia and Indonesia, and minorities in the Philippines –

some 1.5 billion people adhere to Islam. In ethnic background, language, customs, social and political

organization, and forms of culture and technology, they represent innumerable variations of human

experience. Yet Islam unites them. Although Islam is not often the totality of their lives, it permeates

their self-conception, regulates their daily existence, provides the bonds of society, and fulfills the

yearning for salvation. For all its diversity, Islam forges one of the great spiritual families of mankind.

This book is the history of how these multitudes have become Muslims and what Islam means

to them. In this book we ask the following questions: What is Islam? What are its values? How did

so many peoples, so different and dispersed, become Muslims? What does Islam contribute to their

character, to their way of living, to the ordering of their communities, and to their aspirations and

identity? What are the historical conditions that have given rise to Islamic religious and cultural values?

What are the manifold ways in which it is understood and practiced? To answer these questions, we

shall see how religious concepts about the nature of reality and the meaning of human experience,

embedded at once in holy scripture and works of commentary and as thoughts and feelings in the

minds and hearts of Muslim believers, have given shape to the lifestyles and institutions of Muslim

peoples, and how reciprocally the political and social experiences of Muslim peoples have been

given expression in the values and symbols of Islam. Our history of Islam is the history of a dialogue

between religious symbols and everyday reality.

This book covers the history of the Islamic world from its beginnings in the seventh century to

the present day. It is based upon the original A History of Islamic Societies, first published in 1988.

A second edition, revising and bringing contemporary history up to date, was published in 2002.

Reviewing this work only a few years later, it is striking not only that recent events call for a still

further updating but that as a result of scholarly research the past is changing too. The changes are

generated in some instances by the discovery of new sources, but more commonly by new historical

methods and theories that lead to both controversy and fresh insights.

To take account of these changes, the editors of Cambridge University Press and I have decided to

modify the format of this work. This new edition will be published as three books. The first, already

published, contains a very substantially revised history of Islamic societies from their beginnings in

early seventh-century Arabia to the eve of the modern era. This is the second book, and it contains
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xxii Preface

the entire work, recounting the history of Islamic societies from their beginnings to the present.

The part devoted to modern history is updated on crucial issues, such as contemporary Islamic

movements, the recent uprisings in the Arab world, the place of women in Muslim societies, and

Islam in Europe and North America. The first book, Islamic Societies to the Nineteenth Century: A

Global History, will serve the needs of students and others interested in the early foundation and

worldwide diffusion of Islam. This book, A History of Islamic Societies, is directed to readers who

would like the entire history in one volume. The third volume, tentatively titled “Islamic Societies in

the Modern Era,” will appear in the near future.

These books share two goals. One is to tell the history of each particular population, country, or

region of the Islamic world. The second is to identify the themes that give cohesion to the concept

of Islamic societies. In this book, history is understood not as a sequence of stories but as an integral

process in which state, religion, community, and cultures are related in many variable but definable

ways. In all periods, Islam has to be understood in the context of previous and contemporary

cultures. Islamic cultures are shaped by their connections to the ancient world before it; to other

contemporary Islamic societies; to non-Islamic cultures; and to economic, technological, and political

conditions that are not connected to religion and culture. In the present era, it has become debatable

as to whether Islamic societies will continue to develop in their historic forms.

Although there are many controversies among Muslims and others over the correct version of

Islam, this book attempts to recognize, depict, and respect its enormous richness and diversity.

THE BEGINNINGS OF ISLAM IN THE MIDDLE EAST

The first part of this book deals with the beginnings and early development of Middle Eastern

Islamic societies. The new edition emphasizes how early Islam was a part of and a continuation

of the civilizations that preceded it. We review the basic structures of ancient empires, including a

new section on women and family, tracing the precedents set by ancient norms for Islamic laws

and values. The controversial historiography of the last thirty years dealing with the “origins” of

Islam, the validity of the early sources, and the authenticity of the Quran is reevaluated, and new

perspectives are incorporated into the text. There are important changes in the study of architecture

as a display of imperial legitimacy. A revised history of early Islamic law and the veneration of the

prophet give new perspectives on early Islamic religiosity. A new chapter situates the non-Muslim

minorities under Muslim rule.

These new themes are integrated into an overall perspective on the interconnections of ancient,

Mediterranean, and early Islamic cultures. Although bedouin elements made pre-Islamic Arabia

different from many of the settled regions of the Middle East, in politics, trade, material development,

and religious cultures, Arabia was already closely connected to the larger Middle Eastern region.

Pre-Islamic Arabian religious and literary culture not only stemmed from bedouin practices but was

modeled on the general system of culture found in the cities of the Middle East since the third century.

Cultural interactions continued and were intensified after the Arab-Islamic conquests. Arab-Muslim

participation in the antique heritage continued approximately to the eleventh century. Islamic civi-

lization developed out of a cultural matrix that included Arabian tribal culture and religious practices;

Jewish beliefs, religious practices, and community institutions; Christian theology and eschatology;

and Roman and Sasanian arts, literatures, legal systems, and political institutions. Pre-Islamic cul-

tures were adapted through specific texts and translations, oral recitations, and ordinary social and

business contacts among peoples with different backgrounds. Arab-Muslims shaped the linguistic

and religious cultures of the region, while the emerging Islamic civilization was itself shaped by the

earlier Middle Eastern and Mediterranean civilizations. I call this phase the Arab-Islamic renaissance,
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Preface xxiii

a period of assimilation, adaptation, and creative transformation of previous, late antique Middle

Eastern cultures into an Arabic-Islamic form.

Similarly, political, economic, and social institutions were carried over from the ancient into the

Islamic epoch. The modes of production in agriculture, trade, services, and taxation remained the

same – indeed they were ratified in Islamic law for commerce and property. The caliphate understood

imperial rule as it was understood and proclaimed by the Roman-Byzantine and Sasanian emperors

and similarly defined and legitimated its rule through architecture, art, and the patronage of literary

and religious activities. Family life and the position of women in society carried on the concepts and

practices of late antique societies.

The religion of Islam itself, although newly revealed, shared the theology of its predecessors and

provided similar codes for ritual and social behavior and communal loyalties. The Quran presents

Islam as a correction and the true version of corrupted older religions. Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians,

and Muslims all believed in God, the angels and the prophets, the last judgment, and the purpose

of human existence as being the fulfillment of God’s commands and faith in his truth. Early Islam

also shared folk traditions and popular spirituality with non-Muslims. Eastern Syriac Christians who

believed in the human nature of Jesus had common ground with Muslims. Jews were, like Muslims,

committed monotheists. Sufism drew inspiration from the Quran and from neo-Platonism and Hindu

mysticism. To all Middle Eastern peoples, similar beliefs implied a community, and all believed that

religious communities had a founding prophet. Gnosticism, messianism, magic, mysticism, science,

and philosophy were also found in all the Middle Eastern religions.

The distinctive cultural achievements of the early Arab-Islamic era linked Islamic civilization to

its predecessors. Philosophy was translated from Greek and Syriac into Arabic, and Muslim theology

(kalam) was built on the same dialectics and concepts as Christian theology. Islamic law (fiqh) was

a continuation of Roman provincial law, canon law, Talmudic law, and Persian law, progressively

integrated with the teachings of the Quran and hadith to form what we now know as Islamic law. The

Arabian poetic forms (qasida) became the basis of classical Arabic poetry. Persian literature (adab)

was translated into Arabic. Poetry and adab became the basis of the literary “formation” of the

cultivated gentleman. In architecture, the basics of the design and decoration of mosques and even

their placement in the urban environment created a distinctive Arab-Muslim presence, although

based on an older visual vocabulary. A substantially new chapter deals with the interactions of

Muslims, Jews, and Christians in Spain.

In all these respects, a new civilization had come into being, one that was creative and distinctive

and yet a continuation of the basic institutional structures and cultural forms of previous Middle

Eastern and Mediterranean civilizations – an innovative expression of the historic Middle Eastern

cultures. Over centuries, however, the process of assimilating, Arabizing, and Islamizing historic

cultures led to the consolidation of a distinctively new civilization whose ancient sources were

forgotten, concealed, and perhaps obliterated, and whose roots can now only be uncovered by

scholarly investigation.

Thus, Islam is part of a common Eurasian civilization. It continues directly from Roman, Byzan-

tine, and Persian late antiquity. Islam integrated the existing political forms, modes of economic

production, religious values, and family structures. It shares the conceptual world of Judaism and

Christianity, although there are major differences due to the accidents of language and vocabu-

lary and of historical and cultural references. Islam did not change the fundamental institutions of

civilization so much as it changed languages, ideologies, and identities.

In Part II we see how this distinctively Middle Eastern Islamic civilization achieved dominance in

the period from the eleventh to the fifteenth centuries. In the midst of repeated nomadic invasions

from the east and Crusades from the west, a new quasi-imperial, quasi-feudal system of political
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xxiv Preface

institutions was consolidated. Nomadic forces and military slavery supported by the assignment

of benefices and fiefs became the regional norm. Muslim communities were organized into Sunni

schools of law, Sufi fraternities or brotherhoods, and Shi�i sects. This was the era of the cultural

consolidation of “normative Islam” based on the integration of law and Sufism and of alternative

forms of Muslim belief based on philosophy, theosophy, and the popular veneration of saints. In this

era, a political ethic was defined. Most important, there grew up alongside Arabic literatures a new

Persian literary and poetic culture that became the dominant language and culture for the eastern

regions of the Muslim world. Henceforth, Islamic culture would be expressed in both Arabic and

Persian media (and later in Turkish media and that of other languages). This new edition contains

newly written or extensively reworked chapters on the Timurid Empire and its political and cultural

importance, the development of Persianate Islam, the social structure of Middle Eastern communities,

and women and family.

THE GLOBAL DIFFUSION OF ISLAM TO THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

The third part of the book describes how Arab–Middle Eastern Islam was the paradigm for the

recreation of Islamic societies in other languages, cultures, and regions of the world. Everywhere

Islam took shape as a hybrid of local cultures and Middle Eastern Islam. From the seventh to the

tenth centuries, Arab conquerors brought Islam and the Arabic language and culture to North Africa

and Spain, Iran and Transoxania. Persians, Turks, and Soghdians in the east and Berbers and Goths

in the west were incorporated into the Arab-Muslim empire. Merchants and missionaries, often Sufis,

brought Islam to the steppes of Inner Asia. From Egypt, the Sudan, and North Africa, Islam and Arab

culture reached Saharan and Sudanic Africa.

After these direct contacts, Islam was carried further by newly Islamized Persian, Turkish, and

African peoples. Arab-Islamic culture followed later conquests, colonization, missionary proselytiza-

tion, and commerce. On the mainland of Eurasia, migrating, conquering, and empire-building Turkish

peoples brought Islam westward into Anatolia, the Balkans, and southeastern Europe, eastward into

Inner Asia and China, and southward into Afghanistan and the Indian subcontinent. Here, they estab-

lished the Mongol, Timurid, Shaybanid, Mughal, Safavid, and Ottoman empires. The new empires

patronized Muslim schools, courts, Sufi hospices, and other religious and communal institutions.

The empires are newly described in terms of recent scholarship. The Ottoman chapters have been

expanded to discuss women, family, and religious minorities. The three great early modern Muslim

empires – the Safavid, Ottoman, and Mughal empires – are discussed in terms of processes of decen-

tralization and networking among central and local elites. The Muslim empires are presented in the

context of the worldwide development of early modern empires and are compared with one another.

In the Indian Ocean region, merchants and Sufi missionaries carried Islam from Arabia to India

and East Africa (tenth to twelfth centuries). From Arabia and India, Islam reached the Malay Peninsula

and the Indonesian archipelago (thirteenth to fifteenth centuries). From the coastal zones, it spread

to the interior of the islands and continents.

In Africa, Arab and Berber traders and settlers in the Saharan and Sudanic regions, Arab and

Persian settlers on the East African coasts, and Dyula communities in West Africa were the nuclei

of Muslim influences. Often, colonies of Muslim traders allied with local political elites and induced

the rulers of the states of Ghana, Mali, Kanem, Songhay, Hausaland, and Dogomba to accept Islam.

African history chapters have been expanded and updated to deal with not only Islam but also

slavery and European colonialism.

The global diffusion of Islam is discussed in the context of the rising power of Europe and in

terms of the regional interconnectedness of Muslim societies – in the Mediterranean, the Indian

Ocean and the great inner “seas,” the Taklamakan desert in Inner Asia, and the Sahara in Africa.
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Preface xxv

As I explain later in this volume,

By the nineteenth century, Islamic societies the world over had acquired similar types of Muslim elites,

beliefs, religious practices, and social organizations. In each Muslim region, we find not one but several

variant types of Islam. There were the scholars who represented formal learning, organized education,

and judicial administration, affiliated through schools of law. There were also the scholars-cum-Sufis, who

combined legal learning with mystical discipline and contemplation, in an effort to live their lives in imitation

of the Prophet. Such religious teachers perpetuated a tradition of learning that combined law, theology, and

Sufi wisdom representing Sunni–Shari�a (orthoprax)–Sufi Islam. There were ecstatic visionary Sufis in the

tradition of Ibn al-�Arabi and the gnostic forms of Islamic mysticism, as well as the popular forms of Sufi

Islam expressed in veneration of saints, faith in their charismatic powers, and belief in the magic of their

shrines. Throughout the Muslim world, Sufism in all its forms became the most widespread and popular

expression of Islam.

THE BEGINNING OF THE MODERN ERA

By the eighteenth century, Islamic societies had begun to decline in political power. The Safavid state

had been defeated by Afghan invaders and, deserted by its tribal vassals, disintegrated completely.

The Ottoman Empire went through a period of decentralization that impaired the imperial state. The

Mughal Empire disintegrated into numerous competing provincial and feudal regimes. In Southeast

Asia, a centralized regime had never been established over the Indonesian archipelago or the Malay

Peninsula. In North Africa, Muslim states were being subverted by their declining commercial position

in the Mediterranean while provincial, tribal, and Sufi resistance was on the increase. The Sudanic

states had long passed the peak of their commercial prosperity, although Muslim communities were

growing in influence.

A critical, but hardly the only, factor in the political decline of many Muslim regimes was the rising

power of Europe. European societies were generating technological inventions, economic wealth,

and military power that would profoundly change the conditions of life not only for Muslims, but

for all the world’s peoples. On the northern flanks of majority-Muslim areas, the steppes of Inner

Asia came under Russian control. China established its suzerainty in eastern Turkestan; Russia and

China took control of most of the Muslim populations of Inner Asia.

On the southern flanks of majority-Muslim areas, European expansion began with Portuguese,

Dutch, and British merchant adventurers, who won naval and trading empires in the southern seas

and ended by establishing colonial regimes. The Portuguese were displaced by the Dutch, who

took control of the Southeast Asian trade in the seventeenth century, made themselves suzerains of

Java by the middle of the eighteenth century, and conquered the rest of the Indies in the course of

the nineteenth. The British also began by establishing trading bases and ended by conquering an

empire in India. They took control of the Indian Ocean – with bases in Malaya, the Persian Gulf, the

Red Sea, and East Africa – and Egypt. The French took territorial control of North Africa. Africa was

the last region with a large Muslim population to be subjected to colonial domination. All of Africa

except Liberia and Ethiopia came under European rule by World War I. Only the Ottoman Empire

and Iran maintained their political identities without experiencing direct colonial rule.

By the nineteenth century, Europe was not only seizing the trade and the territory of Muslim states,

it was beginning to seize the imagination of Muslim peoples. European military and technological

efficiency and artistic styles, as well as political (especially nationalist) concepts and moral values,

began to influence Muslim populations. These influences opened the modern era in the history of

Muslim peoples. Part IV continues the regional histories of Islamic societies from the late eighteenth-

and nineteenth-century European imperialist and commercial interventions until the present. The
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central theme is the response of Muslim elites and populations, in each region and country, to the

impact of Europe. There were two principal worldwide Muslim responses. Muslim religious leaders

attempted to revise and reform Islam itself. They wanted to return to the pristine Islam bequeathed

by the Prophet Muhammad. This was to be found in the Quran and in the earliest and most valid

sayings of the Prophet (hadith). The reformers rejected later accretions of story and myth, folk

practices, and superstitious and magical beliefs. They rejected Sufi veneration of saints’ tombs, and

beliefs in mystical and spiritual transcendence. The more radical reformers disavowed Islamic law

as well. By return to the true Islam the reformers believed that they would restore the integrity, the

viability, and indeed the power of Islam and Islamic societies.

The second response came from the political or former political elites, and from a newly develop-

ing modern educated intelligentsia of soldiers, administrators, professionals, and intellectuals. They

believed that their societies had to adapt to the power of Europe and the conditions of the contem-

porary world, and that the basic principles of Islam could and should be the foundation of rational,

scientific, and patriotic modern societies. The Islamic modernists advocated for scientific education,

economic development, and reformed political institutions. The two responses were often combined

by modernists committed both to the reform of religious belief and practice and to the adaptation

of Islamic societies to the contemporary world.

In the first half of the twentieth century, the government elites and intelligentsias turned from

Islamic modernism to secular nationalism. After World War I, Turkey and Iran became independent

nation-states. After World War II, nationalist movements overthrew European rule and established

independent states throughout Africa and Asia. Most of the new Muslim-majority states declared

themselves secular national states. Pakistan, Morocco, Sudan, Iran after the revolution of 1979, and

Afghanistan after the rise of the Taliban in 1991 became Islamic states. The Muslims of India, the

Soviet Union, and China, and other smaller Muslim populations remained minorities within non-

Muslim ethnic-majority states. In each case we explore the political context, the emergence of new

elites, and the Islamic and secular national ideologies that defined the struggle for independence

and national identity.

In turn, the formation of nation-states set the political framework for Islamic religio-communal

and political movements and identities in the present era. Starting in the 1970s, in reaction to political

oppression, economic exploitation, and conflicting cultural values, Muslims everywhere began to

reassert their Islamic identity. The Islamic revival was in part personal and communal; in part it was

a political effort to transform nation-states into Islamic states. The struggle between secular, often

military, elites and Islamic parties goes on to the present.

As a work of history this book is shaped by its source materials. The history of each region is

based on the prevailing scholarship for each area; the literature of each region emphasizes different

concerns. For example, the literature about the Middle East lays heavy emphasis upon questions of

women and family. The literature on Central Asia emphasizes economic issues. Historical studies

of the Indian subcontinent give prominence to communalism and communal conflict. Here I try to

look beyond local issues, and to integrate regional histories with the common themes that define

the global impact of Islam, Islamic movements, and Islamic identities.

The scope of the book itself implies that it is not a narrative history, a telling of stories, but

history seen as a holistic process in which the relations among and the variations in state, economic,

religious, communal, and cultural forms help us to analyze both the organization and the evolution

of societies. It is not a history of events, but a history of civilizations.

As a historian, however, my primary interest is not in theory but in the adaptation of theory to

the needs of a coherent and meaningful exposition. The central problem of this book is how to

present a history of enormous diversity – the history of societies that to sight and sound are utterly
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different – and yet preserve some sense of their historical and institutional relatedness. For the

reader, this book is intended to provide a coherent overview of Islamic history. As a teacher, I think

that the endless everyday flow of events and news confuses rather than enlightens us and that a

large “map” of the subject as a whole is essential to the understanding of particular occurrences.

Only from an overall point of view can we acquire the poise, distance, and perspective that make it

possible to identify basic contextual factors and long-term historical trends, and to distinguish them

from accidental and short-term considerations.

The reader should be cautioned, however, that the factual narrative approach of this book

conceals great uncertainties of historical judgment, incomplete knowledge, conflicts of opinion

and interpretation among experts, and constantly changing research that brings new knowledge and

new points of view to the fore. Little has been said about the degree of reliability or the margin of

error in the presentation of information, but the book is based on the most reliable research and

interpretation. The reader should be aware that parts of the work are provisional and exploratory in

nature and represent the author’s best judgment about particular subjects.

A few comments about the organization of the book may help readers find their way through

this large volume. The book is divided into four parts, each of which has an introduction and

conclusion that deal with the organizing concepts on which the book is based and summarize the

important themes implied in the narrative chapters. For an overview of the transformation of Islamic

societies, these introductory and concluding chapters may be read separately or in conjunction with

selected period or regional histories. The table of contents and the index are of course the reader’s

guide, but the reader or teacher using this book as a text could also create an alternative table of

contents, following particular regional or state histories – Middle Eastern, South Asian, African –

through successive periods, or following such themes as the roles of religious elites (�ulama� and

Sufis), women and family, and religious and ethnic minorities. For convenience the medieval and

early modern histories of the Arabian Peninsula, Libya, and Afghanistan are combined with their

modern histories and are located in Part IV.

The definition of geographic regions requires some arbitrary simplifications. Muslim world areas

are by and large defined in regional terms such as Middle East, North Africa, Indian subcontinent,

Southeast Asia, and West and East Africa. For convenience of reference, and despite the obvious

anachronism, these areas or parts of them are commonly identified by the names of present national

states such as India, Indonesia, or Nigeria. This is to simplify identification for readers unfamiliar with

the geography of these vast regions and to avoid such cumbersome locutions as “areas now part of

the state of ___,” but it should be clear that the use of these terms does not necessarily imply any

similarity of state and social organization or of cultural style between pre-modern and contemporary

times.

Transliterations from the numerous native languages of Muslim peoples have been simplified for

the convenience of English readers. In general, I have tried to follow standard scholarly usage for

each world area, modified by the elimination of diacritical marks and sometimes adapted to give

a fair sense of pronunciation. Certain standard Arabic terms and names are given in their original,

usually Arabic, literary form despite actual variations in spelling and pronunciation the world over.

Dates are given in the Common Era.

Ira M. Lapidus

University of California, Berkeley
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